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Abstract—In large-scale industrial wireless sensor networks
(IWSNs), retransmission strategies are widely adopted to guar-
antee the reliability of multihop forwarding. However, keeping re-
transmitting over a lossy link may consecutively fail. Moreover,
the retransmission will also be useless over the back-up links that
are spatially correlated with the previously failed link. Thus, it is
necessary to design a unified retransmission strategy by consider-
ing both temporal and spatial link properties to further improve
data delivery performance in IWSNs. In this paper, we propose
RxLayer, a practical and general supporting layer for data re-
transmission. By using conditional probability models, RxLayer
captures the temporal and spatial link properties without induc-
ing noticeable overhead. According to RxLayer, data forwarding
protocol could assess the success rate of the next transmission over
the currently used link. When the currently used link is seriously
degraded, RxLayer will select an optimal back-up link that tem-
porally has the best link quality to retransmit. RxLayer can be
transparently integrated with existing data forwarding protocols.
The prototype of RxLayer is implemented in TinyOS. We have
evaluated its performance on both indoor and outdoor testbeds.
Experimental results show that RxLayer can improve data deliv-
ery reliability and energy efficiency in various scenarios compared
with the state-of-the-art retransmission strategy. On average, data
delivery performance is improved by up to 7.96%, and the number
of transmissions is reduced by 43.6%.

Index Terms—Retransmission strategy, industrial sensor net-
works, bursty link, link correlation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the increasing age of many industrial systems and
the dynamic industrial manufacturing market, intelli-

gent and low-cost industrial automation systems are required
to improve the productivity and efficiency of such systems
[1]. Due to the recent advances in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), the low-cost embedded industrial wireless sensor net-
works (IWSNs) have been gaining acceptance during the last
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decade. The existing and potential applications of IWSNs span
a very wide range, including building automation, industrial-
process automation, electric-utility automation, automatic meter
reading, and inventory management. In these systems, wire-
less tiny sensor nodes are installed on industrial equipment and
monitor the parameters critical to each equipment’s efficiency
based on a combination of measurements such as vibration,
temperature, pressure, and power quality. These data are usu-
ally collected by sink node through multi-hop relay. The col-
laborative nature of IWSNs can bring several advantages over
traditional wired industrial monitoring and control systems, in-
cluding self-organization, rapid deployment, flexibility, and in-
herent intelligent-processing capability. However, the unique
features of IWSNs, such as i) resource constraints of energy,
memory, and processing, ii) dynamic topologies and harsh en-
vironmental conditions, iii) high packet errors and variable-link
capacity, and iv) large-scale deployment and ad hoc architecture,
also bring new challenges for the design of data communication
protocols in IWSNs.

So far, a large number of IWSNs [2]–[4] have been practically
deployed to seamlessly connect the real world and cyberspace
via physical objects. In most of the deployments, multi-hop re-
lay is used to deliver network data from source nodes to the final
destination. However, in current data collection, packet loss is
ubiquitous and network reliability is not satisfactory under vari-
ous scenarios. As demonstrated by the measurement works [5],
[6], wireless links dynamics has so far been regarded as the most
common and serious problem. Link dynamics can be caused by
intra-network signal interference (other nodes’ transmission),
external interference (e.g., WIFI signal, bluetooth, microwave
oven), or the change of environment [32], [38]. Note that these
factors are inevitable in practical networks. Hence, how to ef-
fectively apperceive the changes of link and exploit the op-
timal back-up link, namely retransmission strategy, is still a
critical issue.

Several kinds of retransmission strategies have been pro-
posed with the development of IWSNs. One main kind of
retransmission strategies utilize end-to-end acknowledgement
(ACK) [7], [8]. Due to the constraint of bandwidth resources,
instead of acknowledging every packet, destination node sends
negative-acknowledgement (NACK) back to source node. Then
the source node retransmits the packets named in NACK. How-
ever, the transmission of NACK still consumes considerable
bandwidth resources when network traffic load is high. The
loss of NACK will further degrade network reliability, increase
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energy consumption and end-to-end delay. Moreover, in net-
works with serious dynamics or low data traffic, which are the
most remarkable features in low power IWSNs, the end-to-end
acknowledgement scheme probably results in incomplete data
collection, making it inapplicable to lots of application scenarios
of IWSNs.

Another kind of widely adopted retransmission strategies is
hop-by-hop retransmission [28]–[30], namely fail-retry strat-
egy. Each unacknowledged packet will be retransmitted over
a preselected link until an ACK is received or the number of
retransmissions reaches the preconfigured threshold. According
to recent research on wireless link [32], the short-term transmis-
sions over intermediate links (packet delivery ratio is between
10% and 90%) are dependent. For example, when a transmis-
sion failure occurs, the immediate retransmission is probably
to fail again. This link property is so-called link burstiness
[32], [34]. Persistent retransmission over bursty link is obvi-
ously not a wise choice. In addition, collaborating with link
estimation models [20], [21], network nodes periodically up-
date link quality. When continuous retransmission failures over
an individual link occur, the estimated link quality is degraded
rapidly, and then the sender will choose a back-up link to re-
transmit. To avoid long waiting time in low duty-cycle IWSNs,
dynamic switching-based forwarding [29], [35] chooses multi-
ple next-hop candidates, which wake up at different times, to
achieve quick retransmission. However, link spatial correlation
[38] demonstrates that data transmission over wireless links in a
local area might be dependent. Hence, in most cases, choosing
a back-up link highly correlated (with the similar variation ten-
dency of their link quality) with the degraded link to retransmit
is useless.

All existing retransmission strategies ignore the incorporation
of both temporal and spatial link properties. Hence, they can-
not accurately assess the success rate of the next transmission
over the failed link and also cannot select an optimal back-up
link once the currently used one is seriously corroded. By adopt-
ing existing retransmission strategies, data forwarding protocols
usually retransmit packet over the statistically optimal back-up
link rather than the links temporally having the optimal qual-
ity [34], resulting in unsatisfactory data delivery performance.
Moreover, during the burstiness period, the consecutively failed
transmissions on the statistically optimal link could seriously
degrade its quality. Although it has the optimal quality in other
situations for most of the time, the serious quality degradation
reduces the probability of using it in the following a long period
of time. Thus the design of a unified retransmission strategy
to effectively predict link quality changes and select the opti-
mal back-up link is significantly beneficial for data forwarding
protocols.

In this paper, we propose RxLayer, a general and practi-
cal supporting layer of adaptive hop-by-hop retransmission, to
address the data forwarding problem for low power IWSNs.
Without inducing noticeable overhead, RxLayer captures the
temporal and spatial link properties by using conditional proba-
bility models. According to RxLayer, data forwarding protocols
could assess the success rate of the next transmission on the cur-
rently used link. And once the currently used link is seriously

degraded and the expected success rate of the next retransmis-
sion is lower than a predefined threshold, sender will terminate
continuous retransmissions over the degraded link, and then re-
transmit over a back-up link that temporally has the best quality.

To the best of our knowledge, RxLayer is the first unified
retransmission layer that incorporates both spatial and tempo-
ral link properties to improve data delivery reliability and effi-
ciency. To achieve this goal, there are several challenges. First,
the probabilistic models of RxLayer should accurately perceive
the temporal and spatial link properties. Second, training the
models should be lightweight on both communication and com-
putation. Third, RxLayer should be compatible with existing
forwarding protocols. To address these issues, we construct an
online burstiness model to capture conditional probability that
the ith transmission will succeed after i–1 consecutive failures.
For routing links, sufficient data transmissions can guarantee the
accuracy of the online model. In addition, a correlation model
could effectively quantify the spatial correlation between any
pair of links by using the available routing beacons. According
to the model, RxLayer can select the optimal back-up link that
temporally has the highest delivery probability. RxLayer sits
between network layer and MAC layer. It utilizes cross-layer
information to further optimize forwarding decision and keep
its transparency.

In summary, the contributions of this work are as follows:
� We first propose a unified retransmission layer, RxLayer,

which takes conditional probabilistic models to depict both
link burstiness and link spatial correlation.

� RxLayer is practical for various application scenarios
since its maintenance overhead is low and it is compat-
ible with existing forwarding protocols.

� We have implemented RxLayer in TinyOS [49] and evalu-
ated its performance on both indoor and outdoor testbeds.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work is discussed in the next section. Empirical study is pre-
sented in Section III. Section IV introduces the detailed design
of RxLayer. Followed by its implementation and evaluation in
Sections V, we discuss the limitations of this paper in Section VI.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first discuss the existing strategies for
reliable wireless communications, and then we discuss the re-
transmission strategies adopted in wireless sensor networks, and
the difference between existing approaches and RxLayer.

A. Reliable Wireless Communications

The existing work of supporting reliable communications
uses one or a combination of the following techniques: (i)
retransmission, (ii) channel reservation for reducing collision
losses, (iii) forward error correction (FEC), and (iv) network
coding.

Retransmission: Retransmission is the most commonly used
approach to recover packet errors and losses. Retransmissions
require feedback from the receivers, specifying which packets
are required for retransmissions. The feedback can be either
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ACKs or negative ACKs (NACKs) [7]–[9]. IEEE 802.11 [10]
and 802.15.4 [11] widely use a retransmission mechanism to im-
prove the reliability of unicast traffic. In unicast, a station/sender
transmits the packet and waits for an ACK. If the receiver suc-
cessfully receives the packet, it waits for a short inter-frame
spacing time and then transmits an ACK frame. If the sender
does not receive an ACK (e.g., due to a collision or poor chan-
nel condition), it retransmits the packet using binary exponential
back-off. In both 802.11 and 802.15.4, the packet is retransmit-
ted in its original form. However, when packets are transmitted
via lossy links, the retransmission mechanism is not efficient.

Channel reservation: One of the major sources of packet
losses in wireless networks comes from packet collisions. To ad-
dress this problem, binary exponential back-off [12], RTS/CTS
[10], time-division based approaches [13], etc, are proposed
to reduce collision losses and avoid hidden terminals. Because
of the simplicity and reliability, binary exponential back-off has
been widely applied in current wireless networks. Due to expen-
sive feedback, RTS/CTS is rarely applied in low power IWSNs.
In addition, the reliability of time division based approaches de-
pend on the synchronization accuracy between network nodes,
which reduces the energy efficiency of low power IWSNs, and
the complex slotted schedule and diverse traffic patterns limit
the application of time-division based approach in the current
IWSN applications. Overall, these protocols are complementary
to loss recovery schemes using retransmissions with or without
source/network coding. In particular, the channel reservation
schemes reduce collision losses, while the retransmissions can
recover both collision and other wireless medium related losses
(e.g., those due to fading and low SNR).

Forward error correction: FEC has been used to provide
reliable unicast and multicast communication in wireless net-
works (e.g., [14]–[16]). For example, in [17], McKinley et al.
dynamically adjusts the level of FEC redundancy based on
observed channel quality. PPR [18] is proposed to extract phys-
ical layer hints to determine if bits are correct and then dis-
cards/retransmits the bits with lower confidence. [19] points
out that many existing FEC-based works incorrectly assume
independent packet losses, and studies the impact of spatial
and temporal correlation of packet losses on FEC schemes. In
addition to network performance, [22] analyzes the tradeoff be-
tween improving multicast throughput and minimizing power
consumption when using FEC techniques.

Network coding: The pioneering work by Ahlswede et al. [26]
shows that allowing relay nodes to encode and decode traffic can
achieve maximum multicast rate, and this is generally more effi-
cient than only allowing the relay nodes to forward traffic. Since
then, lots of progress has been made in applying network coding
to wireless and wireline networks (e.g., [24]–[27]). In particu-
lar, COPE [25] develops a practical network coding scheme for
unicast in multi-hop wireless networks and [27] further extends
the idea to broadcast. Both works focus on multi-hop wireless
networks, and use network coding for the initial transmissions.
COPE relies on MAC-layer retransmissions to recover packet
losses, while [27] does not consider loss recovery.

Even though there exist variety of approaches, due to the
features of wireless sensor networks such as low data traffic,

low-priced hardware, and small-sized data packet, retransmis-
sion is always the key and foundation for supporting reliable
communications. The other approaches are rarely applied in
practically wireless sensor networks.

B. Retransmission in IWSNs

End-to-end NACK: End-to-end acknowledgement (ACK) [7],
[8] is a kind of retransmission strategies in IWSNs. To save band-
width resources, instead of acknowledging every packet, desti-
nation node sends negative-acknowledgement (NACK) back to
source node. By receiving a NACK frame, source node retrans-
mits data packets named in NACK frame. However, it is difficult
to guarantee reliable NACK delivery from sink to source node
in network scenarios with serious external interference. The loss
of NACK will further degrade network reliability, increase the
time-delay of packets retransmission, and reduce energy effi-
ciency. Moreover, in networks with serious dynamics and low
data traffic, the NACK scheme probably results in incomplete
data collection, making it inapplicable to lots of application sce-
narios of IWSNs. So far, NACK is mainly used for bulk data
transport protocols such as PIP [7], Flush [8].

Hop-by-hop retransmission: Another kind of widely adopted
retransmission mechanism is fail-retry retransmission strategy
[28]–[31]. Each unacknowledged packet will be retransmitted
over a preselected link until an ACK is received or the number
of retransmissions reaches the preconfigured threshold. How-
ever, according to recent research on wireless link [32], the
short-term transmissions over bursty links are dependent. For
example, when a transmission failure occurs, the immediate
retransmission is probably to fail again. Persistent retransmis-
sion over bursty link is obviously not a wise choice. To avoid
long waiting time over bursty links, dynamic switching-based
forwarding [29], [35] chooses multiple next-hop candidates,
which wake up at different times, to achieve quick retransmis-
sion. However, link spatial correlation [38] demonstrates that
data transmission over wireless links in a local area might be
dependent. Hence, in most cases, choosing a back-up link highly
correlated (with the similar variation tendency of their link qual-
ity) with the degraded link to retransmit is useless.

C. Temporal and Spatial Diversity

The diversity in wireless networks, also referred as channel
diversity or link diversity, is related to the phenomenon in which
transmissions through different channels, different frequency
range, different links or different time periods, has different
reception characteristics, or suffer different attenuations and/or
losses. A diversity scheme seeks to minimize the effects of such
phenomena, aiming to obtain better transmission quality [39].

Temporal diversity: Samples at different transmission time
intervals may have significant variations in the level of mitiga-
tion [33], [34], even if the transmitter and receiver are station-
ary. In an extreme situation, such variations can be observed
within a single transmission. That is so called link burstiness.
Srinivasan et al. proposes β-factor [32] to quantify link bursti-
ness in wireless networks. To fight against this phenomenon,
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identical messages can be transmitted at different instants of
time, providing greater robustness to the system.

Spatial diversity: Between a transmitter and a receiver there
might be multiple paths to propagate the signal (with or with-
out a line of sight). The composition of these propagation paths
depends on the exact positions of the transmitter, receiver and
all obstacles. A small change in the relative position of these
elements may vary significantly the quality of the channel. And
more broadly, in multi-hop IWSNs, a given pair of source node
and destination node can be connected by different paths. Dur-
ing a period of time, the disconnection of one path at the source
node does not mean the other path are also disconnected. This
phenomenon is referred as link correlation [36], [37]. κ-factor
[38] is an offline scheme for quantifying link correlation be-
tween network links.

D. Difference

Although a lot of work has been proposed to improve re-
transmission performance in wireless networks, they ignore the
proper coordination between temporal diversity [32] and spatial
diversity [38]. Overall, these approaches can be classified into
three categories. First, CPRP [40] and CorLayer [41] only ex-
ploit link correlation for data dissemination/broadcast to reduce
network dissemination time. However, in unicast data commu-
nication, only using link correlation for data retransmission is
not efficient because it is difficult to assess the success rate of
the next retransmission on the currently used link. Hence, the
indiscreet switching between back-up links probably does not
work well. Second, DSF [35] and L2 [29] schedule a set of
relay candidates that wake up at different times. Once a trans-
mission fails, instead of immediate retransmission, DSF waits
the next relay candidate’s awakening and then retransmits the
data packet. In fact, DSF and L2 can be seen as an extreme type
of exploiting link burstiness which stops retransmitting on the
same link once the previous transmission failed. Third, STLE
[42] is the primitive form of exploiting both link burstiness and
link correlation. STLE opportunistically incorporates both of
the link features to address consecutive transmission failures on
a lossy link. When a neighboring node overhears three identical
packets that are transmitted to an appointed relay node, it replies
an ACK to the sender and assists the appointed relay node to for-
ward the received packet. However, STLE is an uncontrollable
cooperation between network nodes. It is applicable to stateless
data forwarding protocols [43] rather then the widely applied
state-based protocols such as CTP [28] and DSF [35]. More-
over, the uncontrollable cooperation brings great difficulties to
current link estimation mechanism.

Different from existing work, RxLayer captures the tempo-
ral and spatial link properties by using conditional probability
models. According to the online models, RxLayer could ac-
curately assess the success rate of the next transmission over
the currently used link. And once the currently used link is
seriously degraded, RxLayer terminates continuous retransmis-
sions over the degraded link and selects a back-up link with the
highest delivery probability to further retransmit. It can seam-
lessly incorporate both link burstiness and link correlation in

Fig. 1. Link burstiness over four links in different scenarios, where PRR is
the measured link estimator.

data transmission. RxLayer can be transparently integrated with
existing network protocol stack.

III. EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we conduct empirical studies to demonstrate
that:

� Link burstiness and link spatial correlation are common
in different scenarios of low power wireless sensor net-
works. They have a significant impact on data delivery
performance.

� The combination of both link burstiness and spatial cor-
relation can guarantee the efficiency and reliability of data
transmission.

A. Impact of Link Properties on Retransmission

1) Existence of Link Burstiness: In this section, we first con-
duct experiments to study the link burstiness in different scenar-
ios, such as grassland, parking lot, indoor office and corridor.
We place five sensor nodes (a sender and four always-on re-
ceivers) in each of the scenarios. The sender generates packets
every 100 ms and forwards them to these receivers. By log-
ging the sequence numbers of received packets every one sec-
ond time-window, we plot the change of packet receipt ratio
(PRR) in all time-windows and chose one from the set of links
with delivery probabilities near 50% (ranging beween 45% and
73%) in Fig. 1. As we can see from the figures, the significant
decrement of PRRs, especially dropped to 0, and the contin-
uous low-PRRs indicate the occurrence of consecutive packet
transmission failures, which demonstrates the existence of link
burstiness in different environments. The link burstiness has
been widely studied in [29], [32], [44].

2) Link Burstiness in Duty-Cycled Networks: To that extent,
we further illustrate the captured burstiness pattern in duty-
cycled IWSNs. We construct a single-hop network with 10 nodes
in indoor office and outdoor playground. To ensure the time
continuity of data transmission, we select a marked node and
set its inter-packet interval (IPI) to the default wake-up interval
that is 512 ms. The IPI of the other nodes is set to 60 seconds.
The retransmission count threshold is set to 100.

By logging the transmission count of each packet (more than
100,000 packets in this experiment) generated by the marked
node, we compute the conditional probability, referred to as
P (i|i − 1), that a packet will be successfully delivered after
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the conditional packet delivery probability changing
along with time. For each pair of two figures arranged in a column, the trace
data of the bottom one is collected two hours later than the top one.

i−1 consecutive failures by

P (i|i − 1) =
Ni − Ni+1

Ni
. (1)

where Ni is the cumulative count that packets are retransmitted
no less than i times, and i − 1 denotes the condition that the
previously consecutive i−1 transmissions have failed. Besides,
the conditional probability that a packet will be successfully
delivered after i consecutive successes, referred to as P (i|i − 1),
is computed by

P (i|i − 1) =
Si+1

Si
. (2)

where Si is the total number of cases that consecutive i transmis-
sions succeeded, and i−1 denotes the condition that consecutive
i−1 transmissions succeeded. The conditional probabilities in
different scenarios are shown in Fig. 2, where a bar correspond-
ing to value i that is in the range between −10 and 0 denotes the
conditional probability that a packet will be successfully deliv-
ered after i consecutive failures. Each bar in the histogram has
a minimum of 50 data points. For each pair of figures arranged
together, the trace data of the bottom figure is collected two
hours later than the top one.

As shown by the experimental results, it is obviously that con-
tinuous successes indicate the following transmission is likely
to be successful and consecutive failures probably mean the
immediate retransmission will still fail to a great degree. The
conclusion coincides with the result in [32]. Furthermore,
the burstiness pattern may change with time and scenarios.

3) Link Correlation: Moreover, wireless links also have the
characteristics of spatial correlation, which has been well stud-
ied by [38], [40], [41]. Here, we conduct experiment to depict
the correlation between link pairs that a data transmission failed
on one link while succeed on the other link. We define P(Li(n),
Lj (n)) as the probability of negative delivery correlation, re-
ferred to as link correlation in the rest of the paper, between
link i and j that the nth transmission can succeed on link j when
it consecutively fails n times on link i. In this experiment, one
node S broadcasts packets to the other 16 receivers in indoor sce-
nario. Each packet is assigned a unique sequence number. The
receivers decode incoming packet and record the correspond-
ing sequence number. By reporting the receiving information
back to the central computer station through wire cables, we
compute the correlation P(Li(n), Lj (n) between any pair of

Fig. 3. Correlation between link 0 and other links. P(L0(1), Lj (1)) denotes
the probability that a packet lost in link 0 but successfully forwarded via link j
(ranging from 1 to 16). Note that P(L0(1), L0(1)) is 0.

links by setting n to a fixed value 1. We plot the correlations
between a fixed link (referred to as link 0) and the other links
(ranging from link 1 to link 16) in Fig. 3. The correlation is
expressed as P(L0(1), Lj (1)). As shown in the figure, several
links are with high packet receipt ratio (PRR) while they have
low correlation with link 0. More specifically, the PRR of link
6 is 0.9, while P(L0(1), L6(1)) is only 0.57. The contrary phe-
nomenon exists on link 9, having low link PRR (0.49) but the
P(L0(1), L9(1)) is as high as 0.87. The analysis results indicate
that the statistical-based PRR does not always have a decisive
effect on the corresponding link correlation. Similar to PRR,
the widely used link quality indicator (LQI) is also based on a
statistical-based metric that computes the ratio of successfully
received packet to totally arrived packets. Hence, when the cur-
rently used link is seriously degraded, to select a back-up link
based simply on the statistical-based LQI is unadvisable, usu-
ally making inappropriate decisions and leading to poor data
delivery performance.

4) Relation Between the Two Features: On the basis of
above-mentioned evaluation results, we further conduct exper-
iment to analyze the relation between the two features: when
bursty delivery failures occur on the currently used link i, what’s
the next transmission’s success rate, referred to as P(Li(n),
Lj (n + 1)), on a back-up link j?

With the same setup used in the above experiment, a central
node broadcasts data packets to the other 16 neighboring nodes.
By recording the unique sequence number of each heard packet
and reporting the receiving information back to central computer
station, we could compute the statistical-based PRR of each link
and the correlation between each pair of links. This experiment
is conducted in each of the above-mentioned four scenarios.
For each scenario, we construct different controllable networks
by putting receivers in different locations and using different
wireless channel to suffer from or avoid WiFi interference. For
each network, we select all the links that are with no less than
50% PRR and compute the correlations between any two of the
selected links by setting the parameter n of P(Li(n), Lj (n + 1))
to different values (3 and 6, respectively).

For each value of n, we compute the correlation between
any satisfactory link (with no less than 50% PRR) and one of
the other selected links. Because the correlation of a pair of
links (link i and j) is asymmetric, we compute both P(Li(n),
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Fig. 4. The distribution of correlation between each selected link and its
neighboring links that are classified into 5 ranges: [50, 59], [60, 69], [70, 79],
[80, 89], and [90, 100]. The 5 points in each candlestick denote the minimal
value, 25 percentile, median, 75 percentile, and maximal value, respectively.

Lj (n + 1)) and P(Lj (n), Li(n + 1)). We plot the distribution of
link correlations in Fig. 4. As demonstrated by the figures, the
correlations between link pairs is not strictly depended on the
statistical-based PRR of back-up links. With the increasing of
link burstiness (larger n), the changes of back-up links’s cor-
relations are more substantial. Taking Fig. 4(b) as an example,
147 links selected from different experimental scenarios have
totally 251 back-up links that are with above 90% PRR. How-
ever, when n is set to 6, the correlation between currently used
links and 41% back-up links is less than 50%, but 25% back-up
links are with more than 75% correlation.

Although all analyzed links referred to in the figure are col-
lected from lots of network scenarios, we could also conclude
that when the currently used link is seriously degraded, the
packet delivery performance of back-up links may be com-
pletely inconsistent with the statistical-based link quality met-
ric. An explanation on this phenomenon is that intra-network
signal interference, external interference, and the change of en-
vironment might cause link burstiness and lead to unpredictable
correlations between different link pairs. The more severe the
link burstiness of the currently used link is, the more complex the
correlations on back-up links are. Furthermore, this experimen-
tal results indicate that once continuous transmission failures
occurred on the currently used link, it is advisable to retransmit
the packet through a back-up link that has high success rate over
the next short period of time rather than a link with only high
statistical-based link quality. This relation is important, because
it demonstrates the effectiveness of switching to a back-up link
according to the temporal and spatial link models.

B. Necessity of an Adaptive Retransmission Layer

To verify the effectiveness of exploiting both link burstiness
and link correlation to achieve reliable and efficient data for-
warding, we intuitively build a retransmission strategy by ex-
ploiting all potential back-up links.

In this retransmission strategy, we let all neighbor nodes
(rather than the appointed parent node) that can provide routing
progress assist the current sender to relay data packet with-
out acknowledging the sender after 3 consecutive failures. This
function is implemented by setting a bit in the packet header
to ask for assistance. On that basis, the sender retransmits data
packet to its parent node until being acknowledged or exceed-
ing the maximum retransmission count threshold (RXT, which

Fig. 5. Network reliability and average single-hop transmission count of pro-
tocols: repeatedly retransmitting (RXT:20) and exploiting both link burstiness
and correlation (RXTA:20).

is set to 20). For simplicity, we mark it as RXTA:20. We also
evaluate the consecutive retransmission-based protocol which
keeps retransmitting to the same parent node until the link is
seriously degraded resulting in parent change event (marked as
RXT:20) for comparison. We plot the network reliability and
average single-hop transmission count in Fig. 5. With such a
retransmission layer, RXTA:20 reduces almost 17.1% transmis-
sions compared with RXT:20 as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) , while
increases the average PRR from 96.53% to 99.05% as shown in
Fig. 5(a).

This experiment sheds new light on the benefit of exploiting
both link burstiness and link correlation. It is obvious that when
the currently used link is severely degraded, relaying packets
through another link with high quality can provide much more
efficient transmission and higher network reliability. The ex-
perimental results also motivate us to capture both fine-grained
link burstiness and link correlation between back-up links in
retransmission layer.

The empirical study also raises a problem how to efficiently
capture link burstiness pattern and link correlation online with-
out introducing extra computational and control overhead. In
the next section, we present a general adaptive retransmission
scheme, RxLayer, to exploit link features for data forwarding
protocols.

IV. DESIGN OF RXLAYER

In this section, we give the detailed design of RxLayer to
achieve adaptive retransmission by exploiting both link bursti-
ness and correlation. We first give the design insights on
RxLayer in Section IV-A. Then, we introduce the basic online
models on link burstiness and link correlation in Section IV-B
and Section IV-C, respectively. On that basis, the decision-maker
rule on stopping consecutive retransmissions over seriously de-
graded link and selecting the optimal back-up link is presented in
Section IV-D. In addition, we discuss the integration of RxLayer
into existing protocol stack in Section IV-F. To begin with, we
first give the summary of symbols involved in Table I.

A. Design Insights

Generally, a retransmission strategy works as follows. Given
a network, each node forwards data packets to destination node
through a deterministic relay determined by network layer. Once
a transmission is not acknowledged, the sender will retransmit
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF USED SYMBOLS IN RXLAYER

the packet until it receives an ACK. Along with data trans-
mission, it also updates the link’s quality. According to the
currently used link’s quality and a predefined quality thresh-
old, the retransmission strategy decides whether to switch to
another back-up link. When the number of consecutive retrans-
missions exceeds the predefined threshold, data forwarding pro-
tocol drops the packet. To provide reliable data delivery, network
protocols should endeavor to maintain link quality.

From the empirical studies, however, we get to know that
data forwarding protocols are inefficient when encountering link
burstiness and correlation. Because the retransmission strategy
does not evaluate the probability of continuing burstiness on
the currently used link and the corresponding qualities of back-
up links at that time, data forwarding protocols usually do not
transmit over the optimal link. Hence, based on the above re-
sults, RxLayer exploits link burstiness to instantly perceive the
severely degraded link quality and to decide when to stop re-
transmitting over the currently used link after the occurrence of
consecutive failures, and exploits link correlation to select the
optimal back-up link.

B. Link Burstiness Model

Here, we present a conditional probability model to perceive
severe degradation of the currently used link. According to the
model, a sender could get a success rate of the next retransmis-
sion after each failure, and hence properly stops the retransmis-
sion on currently used burstiness link. To this end, the model
should measure the success rate of the next retransmission after
n consecutive failures on the used link l, namely P (Ll(n + 1),
Ll(n)). By collecting enough retransmission information over
a given link, the success rates could be effectively constructed.
According to a predefined threshold Pt (see Section IV-D), once
the success rate of the next retransmission is below the thresh-
old, RxLayer should stop the retransmission over this link and
switch to an optimal back-up link that is introduced in the next
section.

1) Generation of the Model: To construct this model, each
node maintains a table (referred to as PSRT table) to record
the success rate of each retransmission for the currently used
link. If the corresponding table exists, RxLayer just updates it.
A PSRT table contains M entries. Each entry (marked as Ei ,
0 ≤ i < M ) denotes a success rate, Pi , that a packet will be
successfully retransmitted after i consecutive failures. Initially,
all links are considered to be independent, and the success rate

Fig. 6. The computed conditional probability of Pi by setting different values
to α, the standard one denotes the computed result by (1).

of each individual trial is initialized to the inverse of link quality.
Note that ETX (expected transmission count) [51] denotes the
long-term statistical-based link quality and has been used to
compute link quality in the state-of-the-art link estimator [20].
Here, the initial Pi = 1

ET X .
Once a sender transmits a data packet to an appointed next-

hop node, RxLayer updates the value of the corresponding PSRT
entry after each trial. We use moving average to update Pi as
follow.

Pnew
i =

{
(1 − α) ∗ Pold

i + α If succeed

(1 − α) ∗ Pold
i If fail

(3)

Pold
i is the accumulated success rate, and Pnew

i is the updated
value. α is a parameter for making a tradeoff between the adapt-
ability to network dynamics and the accuracy of Pi . To get the
optimal value of α, we use a large number of trace data to com-
pute success rates by setting different values to α. By comparing
these results with the standard case which is computed offline
by Eq. (1), as shown in Fig. 6, it is rational to set α to 0.05 with
the best fitting (from −10 to 46). Note that the optimal value of
α changes with network scenarios, a robust and efficient method
should dynamically adjust the parameter value. Although many
machine learning methods [45] can be used to find and adjust
the optimal α, we leave it to future study.

By updating the PSRT entries online, RxLayer could quickly
build a prediction model like Fig. 2 showing. To transmit a
packet, RxLayer checks the success rate (Pi) by inputting the
count (i) of consecutive failures. If Pi is less than the predefined
threshold Pt , the sender should pause the transmission over
the currently used link and switch to a back-up link with high
quality to deliver the packet. Here, i is referred to as breaking
point, which denotes this retransmission and the subsequent
retransmissions on the currently used link are not allowed.

By switching to a back-up link, maybe, it is the first time
to be used, which means the link is considered to be a raw
link by ignoring burstiness property. According to RxLayer,
the consecutive retransmission count over a new link should
not exceed a predefined retransmission threshold RxRXT, which
will be further discussed in the following section. Moreover, note
that choosing a new relay node would not trigger parent change
event in routing plane, because parent change is controlled by
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routing plane only according to statistical-based link quality.
Hence, RxLayer can avoid the serious situation: by encountering
link burstiness, consecutive transmission failures lead to sharply
decreased link quality that results in parent change, although the
link is long-term reliable.

2) Conditional Recovery of Paused Retransmission: Ac-
cording to the above-mentioned strategy, once getting a break-
ing point i of a given link, RxLayer could never retransmit i
times over this link. Note that due to some burstiness character-
istics caused by external interference or complex environment,
maybe some links’ breaking point is very small. However, when
the burstiness characteristics no longer exist, the retransmission
count over this link is still less than i, and hence RxLayer cannot
make full use of the link to deliver data packets. To avoid this
case, a recovery operation is adopted to conditionally recover
the success rate of breaking point.

For a given link, assuming the breaking point is i and the
corresponding Pi is smaller than Pt , once a data is acknowledged
at the (i − 1)th retransmission over the link, Pi is updated to Pt

and Pi+1 is set to a new breaking point which is less than Pt .
This update makes sense because the previous success indicates
the next transmission will possibly succeed to a certain extent,
which has been demonstrated by the results of empirical study
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Because of lacking of other ways to
update the success rate of breaking point, updating it in this
way is desirable. Furthermore, if the link quality has not been
upgraded, the previous breaking point will be set again once
consecutive i transmission failures occur. Otherwise, the new
breaking point also has opportunity to recover.

C. Link Correlation Model

As mentioned above, once the next retransmission is a break-
ing point, RxLayer should switch to another back-up link to
continue delivering the packet. In this section, we introduce an
online model to capture link correlation that denotes the degree
of delivery performance difference between two given links.
Specifically, the model estimates the probability that a trans-
missions failed on one link while a retransmission will succeed
on the other one. In this model, a metric ω is used to represent
the degree of link correlation. ω refers to three parameters. It is
related to a sender S and two receivers i and j that are within S’s
transmission range, and defined as:

ω(S, i, j) =

{
P

(S )
i/j (0/1) P

(S )
i (0) > 0

PRR(j) P
(S )
i (0) = 0

(4)

where P
(S )
i/j (0/1) is the probability that data transmissions suc-

ceeded on link S→j given that they all failed on link S→i.
P

(S )
i (0) is the proportion of transmissions failed on link S→i.

If S→i and S→j are independent, ω(S, i, j) is almost the packet
delivery ratio of link S→j, referred to as PRR(j).

To compute ω between link pairs, RxLayer uses uniform
broadcast sequence number (BSN) to differentiate broadcast
packets from data packets. In low-power IWSNs, for a broad-
cast packet, a sender repeatedly transmits the same packet lasting
for a wake-up interval to guarantee all neighboring nodes have

TABLE II
AVERAGE GAP OF LINK CORRELATION BETWEEN THE RESULT

OF MOVING AVERAGE AND STATISTICAL RESULT

chances to hear the packet. By receiving a broadcast packet,
neighboring nodes should record the receiving status (1 denotes
successful reception and 0 denotes a missed packet) correspond-
ing to each BSN. By reporting back the recorded receiving
statuses to senders, network nodes could compute ω between
different link pairs according to Eq. 4. Note that the receiving
statuses are carried by routing beacon. RxLayer does not lead
to extra communication overhead.

By extracting enough receiving statuses from routing bea-
cons, each network node could construct a correlation model
between each pairs of back-up links like Fig. 3 showing. Note
that the receiving statuses are accumulated over time. Hence, the
result of each calculation of ω associated with two given links
is a partial view of the overall correlation. To fully represent
the correlation, RxLayer adopts moving average to update ω as
follow,

ω(S, i, j) = (1 − θ) ∗ ωold(S, i, j) + θ ∗ ωnew (S, i, j) (5)

where ωold(S, i, j) is the accumulated correlation between link
S→i and S→j, and ωnew (S, i, j) is the calculation result of the
latest receiving statuses. We guarantee that each status is only
used once. The using of moving average not only reduces mem-
ory overhead, but also provides a tradeoff between the adapt-
ability to network dynamics and the accuracy of correlation.
To get an appropriate value of θ, we conduct an experiment to
collect the feedback of receiving statuses on two links for one
day. We analyze the correlation between two links according
to the statistical approach given in Eq. (4) and moving average
given in Eq. 5, respectively. The statistical approach exploits all
history data to compute the correlation, while the moving av-
erage only exploits the most recent receiving statuses to update
the correlation. The statistical correlation is accurate because it
uses a large enough number of experimental data to compute
the correlation. By setting different values to θ, we calculate
the gap of link correlation between the statistical result and the
moving average result according to

gap =

√∑
(ωi − Mi)2

n
,

where i denotes the ith receiving status, Mi is the statistical
correlation based on the i receiving statuses (ranging from 1 to
i), and ωi is the corresponding correlation calculated by moving
average when sender transmits the ith routing beacon. n is the
total amount of beacons. The values of θ and the corresponding
gaps are listed in Table II. According to the experimental results,
by setting θ to 0.06, they are with the minimal gap, which
indicates 0.06 is the optimal value of θ.
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Fig. 7. The average transmission count changing with the value of Pt

orRxRXT.

D. Decision-Maker Rule

By introducing the online models for capturing link burstiness
and correlation, in this section, we present the retransmission
rules that made by RxLayer to stop retransmitting over a seri-
ously degraded link and switch to an optimal back-up link.

As explained above, to retransmit a data packet, RxLayer
should first check the expected success rate Pi of the currently
used link. i is the retransmission count of this link. If Pi is
lower than the predefined threshold Pt , RxLayer immediately
switches to an optimal back-up link to continue retransmitting.
In indoor scenarios, by integrating the state-of-the-art data col-
lection protocol (CTP [28]) with RxLayer and setting different
values to Pt , we compute the average transmission count of each
data packet as shown in Fig. 7(a). Overall, setting Pt to 0.45 can
obtain the most benefit. As mentioned above, the maximum re-
transmission count threshold over a back-up link that has no
breaking point is no more than RxRXT. Actually, RxLayer only
exploits the link burstiness of routing links rather than back-up
links in this paper because there are no enough data transmis-
sions over back-up links for capturing burstiness pattern. By
setting different values to RxRXT in indoor scenario suffering
from WiFi interference, the average transmission count is plot-
ted in Fig. 7(b). According to the experimental result, we set
RxRXT to 2 in RxLayer to get the minimal transmission count.

The work process of RxLayer is presented in Algorithm 1.
The inputs to the algorithm are the success rate threshold (Pt),
the system-defined maximum retransmission count threshold
(RXT), the limited retransmission count (RxRXT) on any back-
up link, and a set of back-up links (referred to as F). To transmit a
data packet, a sender S first sets its routing link to be the currently
used link and the total transmission count (sum) of the data
packet to 0. Before each transmission, RxLayer checks whether
the expected success rate is larger than Pt (Line 10) and sum is
less than the threshold RXT (Line 3). If so, RxLayer permits the
transmission over routing link. Once the next retransmission is a
breaking point of the currently used link Lcurrent (Line 13), the
sender selects an optimal back-up link Lback up from set F as
the currently used link by the following maximization problem:

max
ω

{ω(S,Lcurrent , Lback up)} Lback up ∈ F

And then, S continues to retransmit over the link Lback up . Note
that the total transmission count of each data packet cannot

exceed the threshold RXT and the transmission count over a
back-up link cannot exceed RxRXT. If the former is not satis-
fied, RxLayer immediately stops retransmitting and drops the
data packet (Line 26). Otherwise, if the latter is unsatisfied (Line
21), RxLayer selects another back-up link according to the above
maximization problem. Once the data packet is acknowledged,
RxLayer updates (upgrades) the success rate Pi of the currently
used link according to Eq. (3), and returns a successful trans-
mission result. Otherwise, RxLayer degrades Pi and retries to
deliver the data packet as mentioned above.

E. Information Collection

In order to model the temporal and spatial link properties,
each node should exactly know the transmit-receive result (suc-
cess or failure) of each transmission for data packet and rout-
ing beacon. To achieve this, for each transmission of a data
packet, sender should record that whether an ACK is received
or not. Besides, the sender also records that how many contin-
uous transmission failures occurred on the currently used link.
For each routing beacon, each neighbor node should record that
whether it overhears the beacon, and all neighbors will report it
back to the sender by attaching to subsequent routing beacons.
Then, the sender maintains the transmit-receive results of each
routing beacon for all neighboring links until these results have
been used to update the link correlation model. In this way,
each node can construct and update both link burstiness and
correlation models for RxLayer.

F. Integration RxLayer into Network Protocol Stack

RxLayer is designed as a generic middleware to assist ex-
isting data forwarding protocols and be compatible with other
energy efficient MAC layers, such as low power listening (LPL)
[47] and low power probing (LPP) [48]. To do that, we insert
RxLayer beneath network layer and above MAC layer as shown
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Fig. 8. Integration of RxLayer to network protocol stack.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS USED IN RXLAYER

in Fig. 8. The network layer selects routing link and back-up
links by referring to link quality in link estimator component
and routing metrics of neighboring nodes maintained by itself.
To transmit a data packet, RxLayer component first delivers
it through the routing link given by network layer. After each
transmission, RxLayer reports transmitting result to network
layer and passes the transmitting information on each link to
link estimator component. The link burstiness model estimates
the success rate of the next retransmission and properly stops
continuous retransmissions on the currently degraded link. On
that basis, link correlation model selects an optimal back-up link
that temporally has the highest data delivery performance, and
then RxLayer switches to the back-up link for continuing data
transmission. RxLayer is not bound to any specific routing pro-
tocol. It can be easily integrated into existing data forwarding
protocols, such as CTP [28], L2 [29], and DSF [35].

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct evaluation in indoor and out-
door testbeds to test the performance of RxLayer. We integrate
RxLayer into the state-of-the-art data collection protocol, CTP
[28], to achieve adaptive retransmission. To save energy, all net-
work nodes work in duty-cycled mode by adopting an enhanced
LPL [47] media access mechanism BoX-MAC [46].

To evaluate the performance change caused by RxLayer, we
use packet receipt ratio (PRR) as the indicator of data delivery
reliability. In our implementation, the on-board sensor and flash
memory is rarely used, and thus the radio consumes most of the
energy [50]. The energy consumption is denoted as the ratio of
radio on time to the total time, referred to as radio duty cycle.
In addition, we use data transmission count to express the cost
of one-hop data delivery, and use parent change count to denote
network dynamics. Before discussing our evaluation, we list the
value of involved parameters in Table III.

Fig. 9. Indoor testbed with 22 Telosb nodes and outdoor scenario with
30 TelosB nodes.

A. Implementation and Evaluation Setup

We have implemented RxLayer in TinyOS 2.1.1 [49]. The
prototype implementation of RxLayer combines with CTP
[28] and LPL [47]. CTP is a standard data collection proto-
col for sensor networks shipped with TinyOS and LPL is the
widely applied low power media access protocol. The RAM and
ROM consumption of RxLayer are 833 bytes and 6656 bytes,
respectively.

The experiments are conducted on an indoor testbed with 22
Telosb nodes and outdoor networks with 30 nodes, respectively.
The experimental scenarios are shown as Fig. 9. In indoor sce-
narios, we set the transmission power of CC2420 radio to level
2 (nearly −25 dBm output power) to form multi-hop commu-
nication. The maximum network hop count is 6 in our exper-
iments. The outdoor networks are deployed around the office
build where 10 to 18 WiFi APs coexist in different locations
and some APs’ work frequency overlays with the 19th ZigBee
channel. In outdoor experiments, we set the networks’ work
channel to 19, the transmission power of CC2420 radio is set to
level 10, the maximum retransmission count threshold is set to
the default TinyOS setting 31, and each node generates pack-
ets with a fixed IPI (60 seconds). All network nodes’ wake-up
interval is set to 512 ms. We respectively test the performance
of CTP by using the build-in consecutive retransmission strat-
egy (referred to as CTP+CR in the rest of the paper), and the
performance of CTP embedded with RxLayer (referred to as
CTP+RxLayer) for each scenario. Each experiment lasts for at
least 5 hours and is repeated no less than three times.

B. Data Delivery Reliability

For both indoor and outdoor experiments, we calculate the
packet delivery ratio (PDR) of each network node and plot the
distribution of them in Fig. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. Com-
pared with the built-in retransmission strategy CR, by using Rx-
Lyer, CTP could improve the data delivery reliability by 1.75%
on average in indoor scenario and by 7.96% in outdoor scenario.
The reason is that RxLayer can exploit the features of link bursti-
ness and correlation. Once the currently used link has seriously
degraded, RxLayer can perceive the degradation according to
the online link burstiness model, and then switches to an optimal
back-up link with the highest data delivery probability according
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Fig. 10. The data delivery reliability of CTP in indoor and outdoor
scenarios by using the built-in CR retransmission strategy and RxLayer,
respectively.

Fig. 11. The distribution of radio duty cycle of network nodes in both indoor
and outdoor scenarios by using the built-in CR retransmission strategy and
RxLayer, respectively.

to correlation model. Because network nodes are scattered in
different locations, interference has different impact on back-
up links. By capturing and exploiting the difference, RxLayer
can easily avoid consecutive failure-and-retransmission over a
seriously degraded link, which often occurs in data forwarding
protocol that uses built-in CR retransmission strategy. Compared
with outdoor scenario, the relatively small improvement in in-
door scenario is because of the limited size of indoor testbed,
that reduces the utilizability of link correlation for selecting a
back-up link with high data delivery performance.

C. Energy Consumption

We also compute the average energy consumption (radio duty
cycle) of each node and plot the distribution of them in Fig. 10(a)
and Fig. 10(b), respectively. By integrating RxLayer into CTP,
compared with CTP+CR, the energy consumption is reduced by
19.7% on average in indoor scenario and by 41.4% in outdoor
scenario. As mentioned above, the small-sized indoor testbed
reduces the difference of back-up links. Hence, it narrows the
selection of back-up links with high data delivery performance
when the currently used one was seriously degraded. As demon-
strated by the experimental results as shown in Fig. 10(a), the
difference between the energy consumption of CTP+CR and
CTP+RxLayer is not significant. This case is also indicated
from the similar distributions of the one-hop transmission count
of each data packet plotted in Fig. 11(a). Even though it is diffi-
cult to exploit link correlation in indoor scenario, by replacing
consecutive retransmission strategy with RxLayer, the overall
performance of CTP, such as data delivery reliability and energy
efficiency, still has been improved.

TABLE IV
ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF CTP NETWORKS WITHOUT DATA TRANSMISSION

In contrast, due to complex external environment in outdoor
scenario, network nodes suffer from different sources of interfer-
ence. By integrating with RxLayer, CTP can take full advantage
of link burstiness and link correlation to deliver data packet
through links with the highest delivery performance. Overall,
the average duty cycle is significantly decreased from 19.8%
to 11.6%. Correspondingly, the average one-hop transmission
count of each data packet is decreased 3.72 times to 2.37 as
shown in Fig. 11(b).

Intuitively, the maintenance of conditional probability models
in RxLayer should consume additional energy, which is contrary
to the conclusion mentioned above. However, due to the facts
that: (1) the computation and update of conditional models take
very little energy (see the energy consumption of indoor and
outdoor networks without data transmission listed in Table IV);
and (2) by adopting RxLayer, the reduced network transmissions
and network dynamics make network nodes keep in sleep state
for more time (see Fig. 14, Fig. 16, and Fig. 17), the overall
energy consumption was reduced.

D. Transmission Cost

As mentioned above, by integrating RxLayer into CTP, the
one-hop transmission cost has been reduced in no matter indoor
scenario or outdoor scenario. In indoor networks, by replacing
the built-in consecutive retransmission strategy with RxLayer,
the average one-hop transmission count of each data packet is
reduced from 1.75 to 1.29 as shown in Fig. 11(a). The reduction
is 26.3%. Furthermore, as plotted in Fig. 11(b), the reduction
of average one-hop transmission count in outdoor networks is
43.6%, reduced from 3.85 to 2.17. The reduced transmission
cost benefits from the exploitation of both link burstiness and
correlation. On this basis, RxLayer could properly perceive the
serious degradation of the currently used link in the next period
of time and then instantly switches to an optimal back-up link
with high data delivery performance. The reduced data trans-
missions make network nodes keep in sleep state for more time
so that energy consumption is reduced. Moreover, the reduced
transmissions could further decrease packet collisions caused
by hidden terminal and reduce suppressed transmission caused
by exposed terminal.

By exploiting link burstiness and correlation, once consecu-
tive transmission failures occur, RxLayer may frequently switch
between back-up links. Because not all back-up links are on the
optimal path between sender and sink node, it is necessary to
consider the increased transmission hop count associated with
the change of relay node. For both indoor and outdoor networks,
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Fig. 12. Distribution of one-hop transmission count of each data packet in
indoor scenario and outdoor scenario.

Fig. 13. Distribution of data packets’ hop counts.

we plot the distribution of data packets’ hop counts in Fig. 12(a)
and Fig. 12(b), respectively. By integrating RxLayer into CTP,
the distribution of data packets’ hop counts is slightly smaller
than that using built-in consecutive retransmission strategy. We
think that can be attributed to the exploitation of both link bursti-
ness and correlation which can avoid fast quality degradation
(consecutive transmission failures) of long-term reliable link
by encountering serious burstiness. Hence, the long-term reli-
able routing links have more opportunities to be used for data
forwarding in CTP+RxLayer. Besides, all back-up links should
also provide certain routing progress that is determined by rout-
ing plane. Hence, the switching between back-up links does not
increase the expected transmission hop count.

By giving the average one-hop transmission count and hop
count of each data packet, we further compute the number of
end-to-end transmission count to show the total transmission
cost of each data packet from source nodes to sink node and plot
the distribution of them in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(b), respectively.
As shown by the figures, the end-to-end transmission count de-
creases with the decreased average one-hop transmission count
and average hop count.

For outdoor scenarios that are with complex environment and
serious interference, we also plot the distribution of the num-
ber of dropped packets in Fig. 14(a) and the average one-hop
transmission count in the timeline for 2 hours in Fig. 14(b)
(each sample denotes the average one-hop transmission count
for 1 minute). By adopting RxLayer, the dropped packets is
dramatically decreased, which demonstrates the higher data de-
livery reliability in Fig. 9(b). As time goes, the one-hop trans-
mission count of CTP+RxLayer can quickly (no more than 20
minutes) keep relatively steady. Without embedding RxLayer,
the transmission count drastically changes with time.

Fig. 14. Distribution of end-to-end transmission count.

Fig. 15. Distribution of the number of dropped data packet and one-hop
transmission count of each data packet in the timeline for 2 hours.

Overall, the target of proposing RxLayer is to guarantee effi-
cient and reliable data transmission even when network suffers
from serious dynamics and external interference. On that basis,
data forwarding protocols could further reduce energy consump-
tion and improve data delivery reliability. From the analysis re-
sults, by adopting RxLayer, the state-of-the-art data forwarding
protocol CTP can significantly improve its performance.

E. Duplicate and Network Dynamics

Because the mechanism of RxLayer could increase the fre-
quency of changing relay node in complex environment, it’s
likely to increase the probability of duplicate packets: the previ-
ous relay node received a data packet transmitted from a sender
and it replied an ACK, but the sender did not receive the ACK.
Then, it switches to another back-up link to retransmit the data
packet. Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b) plot the distribution of each
node’s duplicate ratio in both indoor and outdoor experiments,
respectively. On the whole, adopting RxLayer could raise du-
plicate ratio on average 0.57% in no matter indoor or outdoor
scenarios. The proportion is so small that it has little impact on
network performance.

As mentioned above, by using consecutive retransmission
strategy, the traditional data forwarding protocols could mis-
lead link estimator when suffering from persistent interference.
By encountering serious link burstiness, the consecutive fail-
ures on a long-term reliable link make link estimator sharply
degrade the statistical-based quality, resulting in network
dynamics (parent change). Under the indoor and outdoor sce-
narios which suffer from external interference, we plot the dis-
tribution of all network nodes’ parent change count in Fig. 16(a)
and Fig. 16(b),respectively. As shown by the figures, by inte-
grating RxLayer into CTP, parent change count is significantly
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Fig. 16. Effect of RxLayer on duplicate.

Fig. 17. Effect of RxLayer on parent change event.

decreased, which can keep network staying in relatively stable
state to save energy consumption by decreasing routing beacons.
Besides, RxLayer could increase the utilization of long-term re-
liable links, which increases the data delivery performance of
data forwarding protocols.

F. Overhead of RxLayer

To quantify the overhead of RxLayer, in addition to the
above-mentioned CTP+RxLayer and CTP+CR, we have also
conducted experiment to test the performance of CTP by using
the built-in CR retransmission strategy with the same experi-
mental setup, but each node still constructs and updates both
link burstiness and correlation models although they will never
be used to enhance the decision-maker of data forwarding. We
refer it to as CTP+CR/RxLayer. In this way, by compared the
performance of CTP+CR with CTP+CR/RxLayer, we can com-
pute the additional energy consumption and the additionally
transmitted bits for constructing and maintaining the link mod-
els for RxLayer.

We list the overall energy overhead and control overhead for
constructing and maintaining the temporal and spatial link mod-
els in Table V. The energy overhead is denoted by the increased
radio duty cycle compared with CTP+CR, and control overhead
is denoted by the ratio of additional transmission bits used for
reporting receiving status of routing beacons back to all neigh-
bors to the total transmission bits (including both routing beacon
and data packets). As illustrated in the table, the additional en-
ergy overhead is only 0.7% and control overhead is less than
0.1%. However, by adopting RxLayer for data retransmission,
the overall energy consumption can be reduced by 19.7% and
the overall data transmissions are reduced by 26.3% on average.
Compared with the traditional link estimation module, such as

TABLE V
THE ADDITIONAL OVERHEAD OF CTP+CR/RXLAYER AND THE PERFORMANCE

IMPROVEMENT OF CTP+RXLAYER COMPARED WITH CTP+CR IN INDOOR

SCENARIOS. NEGATIVE SIGN DENOTES PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

[20], RxLayer only requires very limited memory for recording
the transmit-receive results, and has very little communication
and computation overhead to maintain and update both link
burstiness and correlation models.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

A. Adaptability to Network Dynamics

RxLayer is proposed to address data retransmission problem
in low power wireless sensor networks by using conditional
probability models to capture both temporal and spatial link
properties. During the practical operations, RxLayer is mainly
used to model the temporal and spatial properties of the vast
majority of wireless links with intermediate quality. For the dy-
namic change of network topologies, RxLayer can also perceive
the change of link properties depending on how network nodes
detect (i.e., proactively detect or reactively detect) the moving
of nodes or the change of topology, etc. In fact, this is an opti-
mization problem for balancing the efficiency of RxLayer and
the energy efficiency of network nodes.

Compared to the dynamic network scenarios, RxLayer can
work better in static scenarios. The performance of RxLayer
depends on the accuracy of conditional probability models for
capturing temporal and spatial link properties. The topological
change and node moving certainly affect the performance of
RxLayer because it should take additional time to recalculate
and update the conditional probability models. One possible
scheme to apply RxLayer in dynamic scenarios is to adjust
update factors, such as alpha and theta in this paper, to make
appropriate tradeoff between accuracy and adaptability of con-
ditional probability models.

B. Difficulty in Practical Execution

RxLayer is a practical and general supporting layer for data
retransmission by using conditional probability models to cap-
ture the features of link burstiness and correlation. However,
there are two main difficulties for the practical execution of
RxLayer. The first is how to find the optimal values of system
parameters in different network scenarios, such as α, θ, Pt , and
RxRXT given in Table III. In the current implementation of
RxLayer, all parameters are set by evaluating the impact of dif-
ferent values on the performance of RxLayer in a small indoor
testbed. But in reality, the optimal parameter value may change
depending on the practical network environment. For example,
α and θ should be set to a larger value in network scenarios
changing dynamically, because the value of α and θ can affect
the tradeoff between accuracy of link modes and the adaptability
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of network dynamics. Besides, due to lack of burstiness models
for back-up links, the optimal value of RxRXT has not been
in-depth studied yet. Hence, extensive evaluations and actual
measurements on the setting of system parameters are needed
before using RxLayer to a practically deployed networks. The
second difficulty is how to detect the change of network topol-
ogy or the mobility of some neighboring nodes, because these
factors can lead to completely different link properties previ-
ously measured. The current version of RxLayer achieves it
by using the built-in neighbor discovering module, however, it
usually cannot detect the change in real-time.

VII. CONCLUSION

Retransmission strategies are widely adopted to guarantee the
reliability of multi-hop data forwarding in large-scaled IWSNs.
However, keeping retransmitting over a bursty link may fail con-
secutively and retransmission over a back-up link encountering
the similar external interference may also be useless. Thus, it is
necessary to design a unified retransmission strategy by consid-
ering both temporal and spatial link properties to further improve
network performance of IWSNs.

In this paper, we propose RxLayer, which was previously pub-
lished [34] in ACM Mobihoc 2014. RxLayer uses conditional
probability models to capture the feature of link burstiness and
correlation. According to the models, RxLayer can properly per-
ceive the serious degradation of the currently used link, and then
it selects an optimal back-up link with high data delivery perfor-
mance for a while rather than with the best statistical-based link
quality. RxLayer can be transparently integrated with existing
data forwarding protocols. We implement RxLayer and evaluate
its performance on both indoor and outdoor testbeds. Experi-
mental results show that RxLayer can improve data delivery
reliability and energy efficiency in various scenarios compared
with the state-of-the-art retransmission strategy.
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